in the serologic pattern to swine virus is now observed at age 35 to 38, and the levels are high at all ages above 32 years. The persons with highest titres are obviously those who were young children in the 1918 period, the group which experienced the greatest incidence of pandemic influenza. Moreover, the data make plain that strains of virus antigenically similar to swine virus and the virus of 1918 pandemic were probably prevalent before and after 1918, since the antibody level is high for over a decade, and some of the persons showing antibodies to swine virus were unborn in 1918. The possibility that swine influenza virus was that of the 1918 human epidemic was originally suggested by Laidlaw and by Shope. The present data which point out the shift in age incidence of antibodies to that strain support their hypothesis.
From these data the following immunologic thesis is formulated. The antibody which is acquired during the initial infections of childhood is of limited scope and reflects the dominant antigens of the prevailing strains. The immunity conferred by the initial experiences with influenza is also limited. Successive experiences later in life with viruses of related but differing antigenic make-up result in a composite of antibody which is oriented toward a larger number of the common antigens which comprise influenza virus. These experiences confer a broader immunity which limits infection with, and antibody response to, the more recently encountered strains. The antibody-forming mechanisms appear to be oriented by the initial infections of childhood so that exposures later in life to antigenically related strains result in a progressive reinforcement of the primary antibody. The highest cumulative antibody levels detectable in a particular age group tend, therefore, to reflect the dominant antigens of the virus responsible for the childhood infections of that group. Hence the pattern of antibody distribution determined currently in different age groups provides a serologic recapitulation of past infection with antigenic variants of influenza viruses.
Further studies of the antibody patterns of the human population with respect to variants of influenza virus may provide a clearer view of the time-honoured problem of influenza cycles and periodicity. If the suggestions observed in the present results are substantiated, the possibility exists that the times of major changes in antigenic structure can be charted or even anticipated. The mode of spread of influenza has recently been studied chiefly by the method of recovery of strains of virus from epidemics in different geographical areas followed by serological comparison of such viruses in the laboratory. In Europe, epidemics studied at the World Influenza Centre have sometimes shown serial spread from one country to another of the same virus strain. At other times, a particular virus strain appears to have laid dormant in one country and has only spread generally months after its original recovery from man.
An investigation was carried out at the Albany Laboratory of the New York State Department of Health last winter whereby the occurrences of influenza virus infection was detected by antibody changes in the population. Sera obtained originally for Wassermann tests were also tested against the soluble influenza A antigen in the complement-fixation test, and this was done on batches of specimens from five different areas in New York State. Although no general epidemic of influenza occurred in the State, the percentage of sera with positive fixation of complement altered during the winter in each area but at different times. Subclinical infection appeared largely responsible for these changes and it seemed likely that outbreaks of clinically detectable disease depended on the particular local conditions which may have favoured spread of infection. The importance of further study of the serological status of populations in interepidemic and pre-epidemic periods became evident during the investigation. [March 19, 1954] Class IV (men only) recorded unusually low mortality rates ( Fig. 1; Amongst individual causes of death that were studied in the 1950 analysis steep gradients of mortality increasing from Social Class I to V were given by respiratory tuberculosis, cancer of stomach, myocardial degeneration, bronchitis, pneumonia (Fig. 3) and ulcer of stomach (Fig. 3) ( Fig. 2 ) and diabetes mellitus gave high rates of mortality amongst men in Social Class I, declining to low rates in Social Class V, but amongst married women the mortality gradients were in the opposite direction. Cancer of breast gave a downward gradient, and cancer of uterine cervix an upward gradient amongst married women from Social Class I to V.
Stillbirth and infant mortality rates increased progressively from Social Class I to V, especially amongst infants dying at ages between 4 weeks and 1 year (Fig. 4) 
